
	 Oscillator Gaiter

The Oscillator Gaiter is a quick, 
garter stitch project, knit flat, 
then connected with Kitchener 
stitch and finished on both side 
with an I-cord edge. Lore is a 
toothy dk-weight yarn that feels 
slightly rustic but has the 
structure and warmth needed 
for exactly this kind of project.

Please share your progress 
pictures and finished gaiters 
with the hashtag 
#OscillatorGaiter

Designed by Tommy Schafer 
(@edible_chrome on 
instagram)

Questions or issues with the 
pattern can be directed to 
@tschafer47 on Ravelry or 
tschafer47@gmail.com

Sizing
1 size, though modifications can 
be made simply:

To change the neck circumference, knit more or less rows 
in Sections 1 and 3 in the current color, keeping the 
number you add to both equal, for symmetry. Note that 
you will need to add yardage to the pattern yardage if 
making a larger gaiter.

To change the height of the gaiter, CO more stitches at 
the beginning, keeping in mind that the CO width is about 
30% wider than the height of the final gaiter because of 
the angle the garter stitch is knit in. To approximate the 
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This pattern is FREE and should not be sold, feel 
free to give copies to your friends! If you liked this 
pattern and would like to support my work and 
vision of a future with more pay-if-you-like-it 
patterns, contributions can be sent to one of the 
following:


Venmo: @ToastedBrioche

Paypal: tschafer47@gmail.com

CashApp: $ToastedBrioche

Or feel free to contact me about other options 
www.tommyplayswithfiber.com

mailto:tschafer47@gmail.com
http://www.tommyplayswithfiber.com
mailto:tschafer47@gmail.com
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final height of your gaiter including the I-cord edge, measure 
the width of your CO and divide this measurement by 1.3.

CO edge / 1.3 = Height of Gaiter from top to bottom edge

Dimensions
Neck circumference: 24 inches
Top of gaiter to bottom edge: 7 inches

Materials
Suggested Needles 

1 US #5 (3.75 mm) circular, 16”
1 US #5 DPN for working the I-cord edged, optional

Notions
1 tapestry needle
1 removable stitch marker
Waste yarn for provisional COs, I usually use cotton yarn 

for my provisional COs

Gauge
20 stitches and 30 rows (on the angle) per 4” by 4” blocked, see images below for how gauge is measured  

Row Gauge          Stitch Gauge

Yarn
Color A (darker): 1, 100g skein The Fibre Co., Lore (273 yds/100g, 100% Lambswool) in color “Majestic”
Color B (lighter): 1, 100g skein The Fibre Co., Lore (273 yds/100g, 100% Lambswool) in color 
“Happiness” 

Yardage
Total: 190 yds
Color A: 95 yds
Color B: 95 yds
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Abbreviations and Special Stitches
St(s): Stitch(es)
RS: Right side, the side of the knit work that faces out
WS: Wrong side, the side of the knit work that faces in
CO: Cast-On
K: Knit
Sl1wyif: Slip 1 stitch, with yarn held in front of work
SSK: Slip 2 stitches from left to right needle as if to knit, insert left needle into these 2 stitches from back to 
front, Knit these 2 stitches together through back loops. 2 stitches become 1 (1 stitch decreased)
Kfb: Knit into front and back of stitch, 1 stitch becomes 2 (1 stitch increased)
Sl: Slip, as if to purl unless otherwise noted

Instructions
Using 16” US #5 circular needle and waste yarn, provisionally CO 50 sts (see Special Techniques). Using 
color A, Knit across provisional CO waste yarn stitches. (1st row is a WS row, shown at green line)

Main pattern (Makes 1 garter ridge on RS):
Row 1 (RS): K1, SSK, Knit to last 2 sts, Kfb, Sl1wyif
Row 2 (WS): K to last stitch, Sl1wyif

Section 1
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 24 times (24 garter ridges in 
Color A formed on RS)
(Work more rows here if you’re making a wider gaiter)

Section 2
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 1 time
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 4 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 2 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 3 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 3 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 2 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 4 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 1 time

Section 3
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 24 times (24 garter ridges in Color B formed on RS)
(Work more rows here if you’re making a wider gaiter, equal to extra row count in Section 1)

Section 4
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 1 time
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 4 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 2 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 3 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 3 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 2 times
Using Color A, work Main pattern, 4 times
Using Color B, work Main pattern, 1 time
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(End at red Line as shown on last page)

Break Color B leaving 8 inch tail. Measure width of working stitches, multiply by 4, and break color A 
leaving this length of yarn, for Kitchener stitch (approximately 36” if following pattern, longer if you 
heightened the gaiter)
Graft CO edge and working stitches together
With RS facing, locate left end of your circular needle. Match the CO edge and working edges ensuring the 
WS of each end are facing each other. Slip CO stitches onto left end of your circular needle and remove 
waste yarn, so that both tips of the circular needle are pointing toward the right and the cord of the circular 
needle is on the left, between the working stitches and the CO stitches.

Thread your 36” length of Color A onto a tapestry needle and Kitchener stitch the two edges together.
(See Special techniques for guidance) Place marker on the left edge of the water, the edge where your 
leftover Kitchener stitch tail is.

I-Cord Edge
On the edge where you began Kitchener stitching (edge without a marker) and using color A, pickup and 
knit a stitch in each chain-stitch made on the edge, one stitch for each garter rib across entire edge, all the 
way around until you meet up with where you began. On the needle coming out of where you started 
picking up stitches (left needle), Provisionally CO 3 stitches with waste yarn. With the needle you’ve been 
picking up stitches with (right needle) and continuing with color A, knit 3 provisional stitches, then slip them 
back to the left needle in order. You are now ready to begin the I-cord edge.

I-Cord repeat: K2, Knit 2 stitches together through their back loops. Slip 3 stitches back to left needle in 
order.

Work the I-Cord repeat across all stitches you picked up. (If you find it difficult to maneuver with only one 
circular here, you can hold a DPN or other size 5 needle in your right hand when working the I-cord edge) 
After you have worked all the way around you should have 3 live stitches and 3, provisional CO stitches. 
As done previously, slip the Provisionally CO stitches onto left needle, remove waste yarn and hold edges 
together with needle tips pointing to the right and circular cord to the left. Break yarn with a tail of 8 inches. 
Thread your tapestry needle and Kitchener stitch these 3 stitches together.

Using Color B, Repeat I-cord edge instructions on the edge with your removable marker, starting from any 
point along the edge.

Finishing
Weave in all ends on the WS or by using the 3 stitch I-Cord tube as a place to hide ends. Block to 
measurements, giving the I-Cord a good stretch while the gaiter is wet to loosen it’s fit a bit.

Styling
The gaiter is designed to cover mainly the neck region that isn’t covered by most coats. Turn the gaiter to 
display Section1 or 3 (the color that matches your mood) in the front, or style with sections 2 or 4 in the 
front for an even distribution of color.

I would absolutely love to see how you make and style your own so if you share on social media please 
remember to use the hashtag #OscillatorGaiter so I and others can see your beautiful projects :)
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Special Techniques

Kitchener Stitch
This pattern uses a typical Kitchener stitch with ends held together ready for a row of knit stitches to be 
stitched between them. This tutorial, though not for garter stitch, is the same technique that should be 
utilized here: https://www.purlsoho.com/create/kitchener-stitch-video/

Provisional Cast-On
I suggest reviewing the Purl SoHo 2-step method for provisional cast on found here: https://
www.purlsoho.com/create/provisional-cast-on/
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